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SUMMARY
Two-layer thermal barrier coating systems (TBS) for a nickel-aluminum-
. molybdenum (_I_' - a) alloy were evaluated in cyclic furnace tests between
995° and 280° C and between and 1095° and 280° C and in natural gas - oxygen
torch rig tests between 1250° and 100° C. Two bond coatings and three ther-!
mal barrier coating compositions were evaluated. Of the systems tested on
_I_' - a substrates, Ni-16.4Cr-5.1AI-O.15YIZrO2-6.1Y203 showed the
most promise. In cyclic furnace tests this system withstood 356 l-hour cyc-
les at 10951C. This is about 50 percent longer than the performance Of a
Ni-16.4Cr-5.1AI-O.15YIZrO2-7.SY203 system and about 103 percent longer
than that of Ni-16.4Cr-5.1AI-O.15YIZrO2-4.0Y203 system, in a natural
gas - oxygen torch rig test at 1250° C the
Ni-16.4Cr-5.1AI-O.15/ZrO2-6.1Y203 on _/y' - _ withstood 754 1-hour
cycles. This is about 50 percent longer than the performance of a
" NiCrAI-O.15YIZrO2-7.8Y203 system and about 63 percent longer than that
of a NiCrAI-O.15Y/ZrO2-4.0Y203 system. The data also showed that the
lives of such systems were decreased by about a factor of 5 at 995° _ if the
yttrium concentration in the bond coating was increased to 0.35 weight per-
cent from 0.15 weight percent.
iThe coefficientof thermalexpansionof the substratematerial also has
an effect on the life of the TBS. The data indicatethat at 1095° C in
cyclic furancetests Ni-16.4Cr-5.1Al-O.151ZrO2_7.8Y203on y/y' - _
substratehad a life of 246 hours, about 50 percent longerthan
MAR-M200+ Hf and about 134 percentlonger than B-1900 + Hf. In the natural
gas - oxygen torch rig, at 1250° C, this TBS on y/y' - _ had a life of 491
hours, about 60 percent longerthan on MAR-MS09 and about 30 percentlonger
than on MAR-M200+ Hf. In this same torch rig at 1250° C,
Ni-16-4Cr-5-1AI-O.15/ZrO2-6.1Y203 on yi_' - _ had a life of 770
hours, about 26 percent longerthan on MAR-M509. The data indicatethat the
compositionsof the bond and thermalbarriercoating have a more significant
effect on TBS life than does the coefficientof thermalexpansionof the
substrate.
Bond-coatingoxidationbehaviorwas found to depend on yttria-stabilized
zirconia (YSZ) composition,bond-coatingcomposition,and bond-coating
thickness. The bond-coatingoxidationrate decreasedas the yttria content
of the zirconiaoverlayer increased. The bond-coatingoxidationrate in-
creased as the bond-coatingyttrium contentand thickness increased.
Electronmicroprobeanalysisdata showed that yttrium, aluminum,and
chromiumwere not uniformlydistributedin the bond coatingbefore testing.
The distributionof zirconiumin the thermalbarrieroxide coatingwas only
slightlynonuniform,but yttrium seemed to be distributedvery nonuniform-
ly. Duringtesting, extensiveoxidationoccurred along the boundariesof
the plasma-sprayedbond-coatingparticles. It is believedthat oxygen dif-
fused along these boundariesand that the oxides formed were principally
aluminumoxides. It was also found that chromiumfrom the bond coating dif-
fused into y/y' - e and that molybdenumfrom the substratediffused into
the bond coating.
INTRODUCTION
The search for conventionally cast superalloys capable of withstanding
high-temperature stress, oxidation, and hot corrosion for long periods of
time has been a continuous effort. The improvement of these alloys has been
a pacing factor in the development of aircraft gas turbine engines, since
use-temperature limits of superalloys have been increasing at only about 5
to 10 degrees C per year (refs. 1 and 2). Although gamma-prime-strengthened
nickel-base superalloys are approaching their upper temperature limits, some
improvement can still be made by techniques such as directional solidifica-
tion (DS) to give better stress-rupture and fatigue lives. Further improve-
ments are possible with eutectic alloy compositions that yield an aligned
strengthening phase when directionally solidified (DS eutectics) (ref. 2).
One recent DS eutectic consists of a gamma/gamma-primematrix composed
primarily of nickel (Ni) and aluminum (AI) and fibrous strengthening phase
of body-centered-cubic molybdenum (Mo) (a-phase) (refs. 1 to 3). This
alloy, _I_' - a, has an excellent balance of strength and ductility, but it
is not very oxidation resistant at high temperatures. Therefore it must
have a protective coating. Existing conventional metallic coatings are not
well suited to protect this alloy because its thermal expansion coefficient
is significantly lower than those of such coatings. For air-cooled compo-
nents of this alloy, further protection from environmental attack by use of
• ceramic thermal barrier coatings is an extremely attractive approach.
Therefore the purpose of this study was to identify two-layer thermal bar-
rier systems, consistin 9 of a thin metallic _ond coatin 9 and a ceramic ther-
mal barrier coating, that would adhere to y/y' - _ for long times at high
temperatures. Furthermore, for such a different type of alloy it was also
of interest to determine the causes of thermal barrier system failure - the
appearanceof a crack in the oxide layer. Thus, the reactionsat the sub-
strate- bond coatingand bond coating- thermalbarriercoating interfaces
were studied. Additionally,becauseof the low expansionof y/y' - a, the
effect of the thermalexpansioncoefficientof this substrateas compared
with those of conventionalsuperalloyson the life of thermalbarriersys-
tems was studied.
EXPERIMENTALPROCEDURES
Materials
The compositionsof the plasma spray powders for the NiCrAIY bond coat-
ings and yttria-stabilized-zirconia(ZrO2-Y203,referredto as YSZ
throughoutthis report)thermalbarriercoatings (both -200 to +325 mesh)
are reported in table I. All compositionsthroughoutthis report are ex-
pressed in weight percent. The alloys used as substratesto study the ef-
fect of the substratecoefficientof thermalexpansionon the thermalbar-
rier system life in additionto directionallysolidified y/y' - _ were
nickel-basealloys B-1900 + Hf (hafnium)and conventionallyand direction-
ally solidified(DS) MAR-M200 + Hf, as well as, the cobalt-basealloy
MAR-M509. The compositionsof these substratesare also reported in
table I. The coefficientsof thermalexpansionof all these alloys as well
as of the bond coating and the YSZ materialsat 1100° C are reported in
table II (refs.4-12).
Flat specimens(2.5 cm by 1.2 cm by 0.25 cm) with all corners and edges
roundedto about O.13-centimeterradiuswere used in the cyclic furnace
tests. Flat specimens(7.5 cm by 1.3 cm by 0.5 cm) with corners and edges
roundedto about O.28-centimeterradiuswere used in the cyclic natural
gas-oxygentorch rig tests.
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Apparatus and Procedures
Plasma spray coating deposition. - Sample surfaces were grit blast
cleaned with high-purity alumina and within 5 minutes the NiCrAIY bond coat-
ing was applied with a plasma spray gun (350 A and 28 V). Bond-coating
thickness was maintained between approximately 0.008 and 0.017 centimeter.
The YSZ thermal barrier coatings were applied with the same plasma spray gun
(550 A and 31 V) within 20 minutes after completing application of the bond
coating. YSZ thermal barrier coatings were maintained at about a
0.038*O.006-centimeter thickness on all specimens. Actual coating thick-
- nesses for each _/_' - _ specimen are given in tables III and IV, which
also contain test results to be described later. Similar bondand thermal
barrier coating thicknesses were maintained for specimens used in determin-
ing the effect of the substrate coefficient of thermal expansion on the life
of the thermal barrier system.
Plasma spraying of both coating layers was done in an open-air environ-
ment with argon as the plasma gas and also as the powder feed gas. The
plasma-spray-gun-to-specimen distance was maintained at about 13 to 15 cen-
timeters. An attempt was made to maintain the plasma spray gun normal to
the surface being sprayed. However, this orientation could not always be
maintained when the edges and corners were plasma spray coated.
Cyclic furnace testin 9. - Coated specimens were heated in air to either
" 995 ° or 1095° C. The cycle in both cases consisted in a 6-minute heatup, 60
minutes at temperature, and 60 minutes of cooling to about 280° C. Speci-
mens from the 995 ° C and 1095 ° C tests were usually removed from the fur-
nace, where they had cooled to between 350 ° and 400 ° C, after every 12
cycles for inspection. Consequently, flat coated specimens that withstood
2000 1-hour cycles to 995° C were cooled to room temperature at least 165
times. Tests were continued until coating failure - the formation of a
visible external crack in the YSZ coating. The temperature in the furnace
was measured with a platinumlplatinum - 13-percent-rhodium thermocouple.
The estimated accuracy of the temperature measurements was ±8 degrees at
1095° C.
Cyclic natural gas - oxygen torch rig testing. - Flat specimens coated
with Ni-Cr-AI-YlZrO2_Y203 thermal barrier systems were tested at about
1250° C in a natural gas - oxygen torch burner rig as shown in figure 1.
The hot zone on the coated specimens was about 2.5 centimeters by 1.3 centi-
meters by 0.6 centimeter (fig. 1). The cycle consisted of a 3-minute heat-
up, 60 minutes at 1250° C, and 5 minutes of cooling to about 100° C. The
observed surface temperatures were determined with an optical pyrometer.
These surface temperatures were corrected to obtain actual surface tempera-
tures by using a calibration curve that was developed from measurements
taken on a thermocoupled specimen as discussed in reference 13. Temperature
measurements are estimated to be accurate to about ±25 degrees C at 1250° C.
RESULTSANDDISCUSSION
Cyclic Testing
The furnace data in table III indicate that the performance of the ther-
mal barrier system is very dependent on the yttrium concentration in the
NiCrAIY bond coating and the yttria concentration in the YSZ. At 995° C,
decreasing the yttrium concentration in the NiCrAIY bond coating from 0.35
to 0.15 significantly improved thermal barrier system life for the same YSZ
composition. In this test the Ni-17.0Cr-5.4AI-O.35YIZrO2_7.8Y203 sys-
tem failed after 346 to 375 l-hour cycles, but the
Ni-16-4Cr-5.1AI-O.15YIZrO2-7.8Y20 3 system did not fail even after 2039
1-hour cycles. Futhermore, the data obtained at 1095° C indicated that in
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the cyclic furnace test, the ZrO2-6.1Y20 3 thermal barrier coating with
a Ni-16.4Cr-5.1Al-O.15Y bond coating had a significantly longer life than
ZrO2-7.8Y20 3 with the same bond coating. These observations are in
agreement with the data published in references 13 and 14. The data in
table III also show that highly reproducible results (±5 percent) can be
obtained in the cyclic furnace test.
Someof the results of the cyclic furnace test (table III) are confirmed
by the natural gas - oxygen torch rig data in table IV. The thermal condi-
tions in the torch rig are more severe than those in the cyclic furnace. In
the torch rig a 1250° C surface temperature is reached in 3 minutes, and the
specimen cools to about 100° C within 5 minutes after extraction from the
flame. Furthermore, since only an area about 2.5 centimeters by 1.3 centi-
meters by 0.6 centimeter on each side of the specimen was heated, high sur-
face temperature gradients were present. In spite of these more severe
thermal conditions, the ranking of the thermal barrier systems in the cyclic
furnace and cyclic natural gas - oxygen torch rig tests is identical. The
longest life was obtained with the ZrO2-6.1Y20 3 thermal barrier coat-
ing, followed by that with the ZrO2-7.8Y20 3 coating. The system with
the ZrO2-4.0Y20 3 coating had the shortest lives. For the duplicate
specimens tested, coating lives were reproducible to within ±4 percent.
Thermal barrier system lives in the 1250° C torch rig tests were about
• twice as long as those in the 1095° C cyclic furnace tests in spite of the
higher surface and substrate temperatures, more rapid heating and cooling
rates, and more severe temperature gradients. This difference could be due
to one or all of the following factors: First, in the torch rig only a
small area was heated and this permitted the balance of the specimen to act
as a heat sink. Thus the surface could be hotter than the interior. This
provided for a more favorable accommodation of thermal expansion mismatch.
Second, in the furnace failures occurred primarily at specimen corners; in
the torch rig failures occurred along the edges. Third, there was a more
uniform oxide coating thickness on specimens tested in the torch rig. This
greater uniformity was obtained by grinding off the buildup (bone shaped) of
the YSZ thermal barrier coating present on the ends of the specimens. It
was found that the presence of very thick YSZ thermal barrier coating at the
ends of the specimens led to rapid failure during testing in the torch rig.
To obtain some understanding of the failure mechanism of the thermal
barrier systemon _/y' - _, specimenswere subjectedto metallographicand
electronmicroprobeexaminations. Also, for the cyclic-furnace-testedspec-
imens,weight gains were measured to determinewhether there is a relation-
ship betweenbond-coatingoxidationand thermalbarriersystem life.
The photomicrographin figure 2 shows the microstructureof an as-
plasma-sprayedthermal barrier system. On the basis of this photomicrograph
as well as the photomicrographsfrom four other locationson this specimen,
it was concludedthat the plasma-sprayedbond-coatingparticleswere slight-
ly oxidizedduring coating deposition. This oxidationis indicatedby the
dark gray stringersbetween bond-coatingparticles. There were no major
cracks within the bond and thermalbarriercoatings. However,microcracks
within the plasma-sprayedYSZ thermal barriercoatingwere encountered,and
they are shown in figure 2. This is in agreementwith the data reported in
reference15.
Electronmicroprobeanalyseswere performedat five differentlocations
on the coated yl_' - _ specimensto reveal the distributionof elements
within the bond and YSZ coatings and the compositionof the oxide stringers
formed within the bond coating during coating deposition. Electronmicro-
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probe continuous-ribbontraverses(30-_mwidth analyzed),continuous-line
traverses(beam area analyzed),and spectralminiscans (30-_mwidths and
beam areas analyzed)were obtainedfor pertinentelements in the substrate,
the bond coating, and the YSZ coating.
Comparingthe electronmicroproberibbon traverse in figure 3 with the
point-beamtraverseof the same area in figure 4 shows that the resultsof
these two proceduresconvey about the same information. Figures3 and 4 and
traversesfrom the other four locationsindicatedthat yttrium, aluminum,
chromium,and nickel were presentthroughoutthe bond coatingbut that their
. distributionswere not uniform. Areas of high yttrium, aluminum,and even
chromiumconcentrationwere identifiedin close proximityto each other.
Aluminum peaks such as the one at the bond coating- YSZ coating interface
were identifiedat intervalswithin the bond coating. No more than four
such narrow peaks were encounteredacross the O.015-centimeter-thickbond
coating, and their locationscorrespondedwith the observedoxide
stringers. Thus, the few oxide stringer,such as those shown in the photo-
micrograph in figure 2, were mostly aluminumoxides with some yttrium oxides
and, in a very few cases only, chromium oxides. It is believedthat some
nickel oxide was also formed. The presenceof only a few aluminumoxide
stringerspoints out that the oxidationof the plasma-sprayedbond-coating
particleswas not too severe. During plasma sprayingof the bond coating,
• it was determinedthat the thicknessof the bond coating increasedbetween
0.002 and 0.003 centimeterper plasma spray pass. Thus there is a rough
correlationbetweenthe number of spray passes and the number of locations
where such oxides were found.
To verifythat yttrium was distributedthroughoutthe bond coating,as
well as, to verify the distributionsof aluminumand chromium in the bond
coating, spectralminiscansfor yttrium, aluminum,and chromiumwere ob-
tained at 5-micrometerintervals. Both 30-micrometer-wideand point-beam
areas were analyzedas shown in figures 5(a) and (b), respectively. The
data in figure 5 show that there is littleor no differencebetweenthe re-
sults of the two techniques. The data definitelyestablishthat yttrium,
aluminum,and chromiumwere nonuniformlydistributedbut were also present
throughoutthe bond coating.
The electronmicroprobe (EMP) ribbon and beam traversesalso indicate
that, as expected,there was a nearly uniformdistributionof zirconiumin
the thermalbarrieroxide coating. Relative drops in concentrationindicate
regionsof pulloutor porosity. Fluctuationsin yttrium concentrationindi-
cate incompleteequilibrationduring plasma spray powder preparation. No
pure yttria particleswere detected even with a point beam. However, the
presenceof fine particlesof free yttria cannot be precludedfrom these
data.
Results from X-ray diffractionanalyses(ref. 13) showedno free yttria
in a 6.2-weight-percentand a 7.9-weight-percentYSZ, which are similarto
the materialsused in this study. Only cubic and monocliniczirconiaphases
were detected,and after testing there was an increasein the amount of
cubic phase and a correspondingdecrease in the amount of monoclinicphase.
It should be rememberedthat X-ray diffractionanalysis is probablynot
capableof detectingless than 3 weight percentof a minor phase.
Comparingthe photomicrographsin figures 2 and 6 indicatesthat during
cyclic furnacetestingat 995° and 1095° C the bond coatingwas significant-
ly oxidized. Less oxidationof the bond coatingoccurred after 2039 1-hour
cycles to 995° C (fig. 6(a)) than after 249 1-hourcycles to 1095° C (fig.
6(b)). At both temperatures,Oxidationoccurredat the bond coating - ther-
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ma] barrier interfaceas well as along the boundariesbetweenplasma-sprayed
bond-coatingparticlesand along the bond-coatingsubstrateinterface. As
shown in figure 6(b)) these were areas where bond-coatingparticleswere
totallyor nearly totallyoxidized. In addition,there were areas where the
bond coatingwas totallyoxidizedand substratepenetrationoccurred,as
shown in figure 7. In these areas of total bond-coatingoxidation,yttrium
oxides,aluminumoxides,chromiumoxides,and nickel oxides must be present.
At this point, one might be temptedto assign the failureof the thermal
barriercoatingto these areas of total bond-coatingoxidation,as shown,
. for example, in figure 7. However,these areas were found on the flat sur-
faces of the tested specimensrather than at the cornersand/or the edges of
the specimenswhere the YSZ coatingsfirst failed. Near areas of total
bond-coatingoxidationno major crackswere observed. Furthermore,it was
reported in reference13 that some thermalbarriersystemscontaining1.08-
weight-percentyttrium bond coatingsfailedwithin a short time and after
only slight bond-coatingoxidation. Additionally,assigningthe failureof
the thermalbarriercoating primarilyto the presenceof local areas of
total bond-coatingoxidationdoes not explainwhy the 6.1-weight-percentYSZ
coating had longer life than the 7.8, 4.0, or 11.5-weight-percentYSZ coat-
ings coupledwith the same bond coating (tables111 and IV and refs. 13 and
14).
• Comparisonof the EMP traversesin figures 3, 8, and 9 indicatesthe
major changesthat the bond coating and the substratehave undergoneas a
result of testing. Again, the resultsin figures8 and 9 are representative
of at least four analyses. The traversesin figures 8 and 9 were obtained
under almost the same conditionsas the traverse in figure 3. Also, the
point-beamtraverseswere about the same as the 30-micrometer-widetraverses
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shown in figures8 and 9. As can be seen from these figures, a substantial
amount of aluminumoxides formed during the 2039 1-hourcycles (no failure)
at 995° C and the 249 1-hourcycles (failure)at 1095° C. It is believed
that, duringcyclic testing, not only is stoichiometricaluminumoxide
(Al203)formed,but also oxides deficientin oxygen. The kinds of
oxides formed within the bond coatingwould affect not only the diffusionof
oxygen, but also the increasein the volumeof the bond coating. Both these
factorsmight have a significanteffecton the life of the thermalbarrier
system. The positionsof the aluminumpeaks shown in figures8 and 9 corre-
spond with the oxide stringersformed within the bond coating. Thus the
oxide stringersare primarilyaluminumoxides. It may further be concluded
that the diffusionof oxygen within the bond coatingoccurred rapidlyalong
the boundariesof the plasma-sprayedparticles.
Comparisonof the results in figures3, 8, and 9 also shows that chro-
mium diffused into the substrateand that molybdenumdiffused into the bond
coating. Interdiffusionbetweenthe bond coatingand substratewas greater
after 249 l-hour cycles at 1095° C than after 2039 1-hourcycles at 995° C
(figs.8 and 9). Becauseof the rapid rate of chromiumdiffusioninto the
substrateat 1095° C, chromium concentrationacross the entire bond coating
decreased. It is shown in reference15 that the life of the thermalbarrier
system is affectedby the chromiumconcentrationin the bond coating. The
data in this referenceshow that increasingthe chromiumconcentrationin
the bond coatingfrom about 16 weight percentto 25 weight percent improved
the performanceof NiCrAIY/YSZthermalbarrier systems. Thus the decrease
of bond-coatingchromiumconcentrationby diffusioninto the substratemight
have had an adverseeffect on the life of the thermalbarrier system. The
data in figures8 and 9 (particularlyin fig. 9) show very extensivediffu-
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sion of molybdenum into the bond coating and the near-surface disappearance
of molybdenum-rich alpha-strengthening fibers. Such diffusion of molybdenum
into the bond coating could have a very detrimental effect on the life of
the thermal barrier system. This view was confirmed by an experiment where
a Ni-34.0Mo-5.9AI-O.14Y bond coating and a ZrO2-6.1Y203 thermal bar-
rier coating were plasma sprayed onto a _/_' - _ substrate. Results from
cyclic furnace tests showed that such a system failed in less than ten
1-hour cycles at 1095° C.
The lives of thermal barrier systems are very sensitive to the bond-
coating yttrium concentration (refs. 14 and 15). As mentioned previously
the data in figures 3 to 5 show that yttrium was present throughout the as-
deposited bond coating. From the electron beammicroprobe analyses of the
specimen tested for 2039 i-hour cycles at 995° C and of the specimen tested
for 249 1-hour cycles at 1095° C, it appears that yttrium was depleted from
the inner two-thirds (fig. 8) to the inner three-quarters (fig. 9) of the
bond coating, respectively. It also appears that yttrium was concentrated
in the outer part of the bond coating. To confirm the higher yttrium con-
centrations detected near the thermal barrier oxide interface by ribbon
electron microprobe scans, spectral miniscans were obtained. As shown pre-
viously (fig. 5), 30-micrometer-wide ribbon and point-beam spectral mini-
scans produced the same results with only the intensities of the peaks vary-
" ing between the two types of analyses. Thus the ribbon spectral miniscans
in figure 10 confirm the yttrium distribution results in figures 8 and 9.
Bond-Coating Oxidation - Weight Gain
In considering the failure mechanism of the thermal barrier system, it
is of interest to determine if there was any relationship between the speci-
men weight gain and thermal barrier system life. The data in figures 11 and
13
12 show that at both 995° and 1095° C for the Ni-16.4Cr-5.1AI-O_15Y bond
coating on Ni-26.4Mo-8.1AI (yl_' - e) substrate, weight gains increased as
the concentration of yttria in zirconia decreased. This conclusion is valid
provided that the bond-coating thickness remains constant, as was the case
for the results reported in figures ii and 12. It was found that the speci-
fic weight gain curves for duplicate specimens varied by less than m3 per-
cent at 995° C and ±5 percent at 1095° C.
The Ni-16.4Cr-5.1AI-O.15Y bond coating between the yIy' - _ substrate
and 7.8-weight-percent YSZ had the lowest rate of oxidation (figs. 11 and
12), and this same bond coating with 6.1-weight-percent YSZ was the most
durable in the furnace and torch tests (tables III and IV). This result
suggests that bond-coating oxidation is not the only factor governing per-
formance of the thermal barrier system. The 6.l-weight-percent YSZ composi-
tion was superior to 4.0- and 7.8-weight-percent YSZ in these specific tests
because the ratio of the various phases in YSZ strongly affected the ability
of the coating to withstand the imposed cyclic thermal stress.
Bond-coating oxidation is also a function of bond-coating thickness, as
shown by the data in figure 13. The data in figure 13(a) for the specimen
• °
tested at 995 C show that increasing the thickness of the bond coating
caused both the initial rate of weight gain and the ultimate weight gain to
increase. This was also the case at 1095° C. However, in the 1095° C test
the thermal barrier system with the thinner bond coating failed more rapidly
than the one with a thicker bond coating. Measurements of the bond-coating
surface roughness indicated a slight decrease in surface roughness with in-
creasing bond-coating thickness. Comparing the data in figure 13(a) with
those in figure 13(b) shows that the rate of weight gain at any selected
time (number of cycles) also depended on the concentration of yttrium in the
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bond coating. As shown in reference 14, bond-coating yttrium concentration
strongly influences thermal barrier system life. As the yttrium concentra-
tion in the bond coating increases beyond 0.15 weight percent, the life de-
creases.
The data presented in this report and in references 14 and 15 suggest
that since the bond-coating thickness and the yttrium concentration in the
bond coating affect the life, the bond coating should be beyond a minimum
thickness, have a high degree of thickness uniformity, and have a relatively
low yttrium concentration in order to achieve long life.
o Effect of Coefficient of Thermal Expansion on Two-Layer Thermal
Barrier System Life
The YIy' - _ alloy differs from the conventional nickel-base super-
alloys B-1900 + Hf, MAR-M200+ Hf, and DS MARM200 + Hf and from the cobalt-
base alloy MAR-M509in that it has a much lower coefficient of thermal ex-
pansion (table II). In table II the mean coefficient of thermal expansion
for the ZrO2-7.8Y20 3 thermal barrier at 1100° C was assumed to be
about i0.3x10 -6 per degree C. This value was accepted on the basis that
the mean coefficientof thermalexpansionfor 7.8-weight-percentYSZ would
not be significantlydifferentfrom that recordedfor 12-weight-percent
YSZ. The meancoefficient of thermalexpansionfor 12-weight-percentYSZ
s
was reportedto be 10.3x10-6 per degree C (ref. 12).
• If the matching of the coefficient of thermal expansion of the substrate
with that of the YSZ thermal barrier coating is important, the longest life
for the thermal barrier system on the basis of the coefficient-of-thermal-
expansion values reported in table II, should be obtained when y/y' - a is
the substrate. For this reason cyclic furnace tests were performed in the
furnace and in the natural gas - oxygen torch rig on specimens of the vari-
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ous superalloys that were coated with similar thicknesses of the same bond
and YSZ thermal barrier coatings. The results of these tests are presented
in figures 14 and 15. The data from the cyclic furnace tests at 1095° C
(fig. 14) show that the low coefficient of thermal expansion of y/y' - a
improved the life of the Ni-16.4Cr-5.1Al-O.151ZrO2_7.8Y20 3 thermal
barrier system by more than 130 percent over that of B-1900 + Hf and by
about 50 percent over both the conventionally Cast and DS MAR-M200+ Hf
alloys. This was true in spite of the fact that a high-coefficient-of-
thermal-expansion alloy was used as the bond coating (table II). Additional
improvements might be achieved by using a bond coating that is very oxida-
tion resistant and also has a low coefficient of thermal expansion. The
data in figure 14 show that there was no significant difference in the life
of the thermal barrier system when the substrate was conventionally cast or
DS MAR-M200+ Hf. However, there was a significant difference in thermal
barrier system life between the B-1900 . Hf and MAR-M200+ Hf substrates.
The B-1900 + Hf had only a slightly lower coefficient of thermal expansion
than DS MAR-M200. Hf. The reasons for the thermal barrier system failing
more rapidly on B-1900 + Hf than on MAR-M200+ Hf remain to be determined.
The data in figure 15 show that in a cyclic natural gas - oxygen torch
rig at 1250° C the thermal barrier system on the cobalt-base alloy failed
more rapidly than did the same thermal barrier system on conventionally cast
MAR-M200+ Hf and yIy' - a substrates. The alloy MAR-M200+ Hf has the
highest coefficient of thermal expansion of all the alloys studied. The
data in figure 15 show that the low coefficient of thermal expansion of
yly' - _ improved the life of the Ni-16.4Cr-5.1AI-O.15-/ZrO2-7.8Y203
thermal barrier system by about 30 percent over the conventionally cast
nickel-base MAR-M200+ Hf alloy and by about 60 percent over the cobalt-base
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MAR-M509alloy. The data in figure 15 also show that the low coefficient of
thermal expansion of _/_' - _ improved the life of the
Ni-16.4Cr-5.1AI-O-151ZrO2-6.1Y20 3 system by about 30 percent over
MAR-M200+ Hf. Furthermore, the data in figure 15 show that the life of the
thermal barrier system depends more on the composition of the YSZ and the
composition of the bond coating (fig. 13) than on the coefficient of thermal
expansion of the substrate material• Thus the life of the YSZ coating, for
the same substrate and the same bond coating, was improved by about 95 per-
cent on MAR-M509and by about 60 percent on _I_' - _ by decreasing the
yttria concentration in the ZrO2 from 7.8 weight percent to 6.1 weight
percent (fig. 15).
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
The data reported in this study and in references 14 and 15 show that at
any temperature the life of thermal barrier coating system is affected by
(1) the composition of the bond coating, (2) the concentration of yttria in
the zirconia thermal barrier coating, and (3) the coefficient of thermal
expansion of the substrate material.
For NiCrAIY bond coatings the yttrium content is very important. Past
research at the Lewis Research Center has shown that, when no yttrium is
present in the bond coating, the bond coating is rapidly oxidized and coat-
ing system failures occur at the bond coating - substrate interface. The
• presence of yttrium in the bond coating is responsible for the shift of
failure location to within the YSZ thermal barrier coating near the bond-
coating interface. Yttrium in the bond coating also increases the life of
the thermal barrier system. For example, at 990° C, a
Ni-16.4Cr-5-8AI-O-32YIZrO2-7.8Y20 3 thermal barrier system has at least
230 percent longer life than does a Ni-16.2Cr-5.5AI/ZrO2-7.8Y20 3 ther-
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mal barrier system (ref. 15). The first system did not fail even after 1500
1-hour cycles; the second one failed after only 455 1-hour cycles. The
electron microprobe data presented in this report show that most of the
yttrium in the bond coating during testing diffused toward the bond coat-
ing - thermal barrier coating interface. Someyttrium probably diffused
into the substrate since a small driving force for this reaction was pre-
sent. No physical evidence for such diffusion could be obtained with the
electron microprobe when using both ribbon and point beams. However, yttri-
um was detected in the areas near the bond coating - YSZ interface but none
was detected within 50 percent of the bond coating away from the bond coat-
ing - substrate interface. This is confirmed by the data in figures 8 to 10
for the specimens furnace tested at 995° and 1095° C. This trend in the
yttrium diffusion is also confirmed by the data in reference 14. The data
in reference 14 show that increasing that yttrium concentration in the bond
coating decreased the thickness of the bond coating that was oxidized before
the thermal barrier system failed. The data in reference 14 also show that
increasing the bond-coating yttrium concentration from 0.15 weight percent
to 1.1 weight percent adversely affected the life of the thermal barrier
system. Consequently, it was concluded that yttrium diffuses toward the YSZ
coating, retards the diffusion of oxygen along the bond-coating particle
boundaries, or enhances the formation of a protective oxide scale at the
bond coating - YSZ interface. This increases the life of the thermal bar-
rier system. However, why increasing the bond-coating yttrium content from
0.15 weight percent to 1.1 weight percent adversely affects the life of the
ther- mal barrier system remains to be determined. In reference 14 it was
shown that for the same substrate and ZrO2-6.2Y20 3 thermal barrier
coating, the life of the thermal barrier system was improved by about 95
18
percent when the bond-coating yttrium concentration was decreased from 1.1
weight percent to 0.15 weight percent.
The life of the thermal barrier system can be further improved by chang-
ing the bond-coating chromium content. The data in reference 15 show that
for the same substrate and ZrO2-7.8Y20 3 thermal barrier coating but
with the composition of the bond coating changed from Ni-16.4Cr-5.8AI-O.32Y
to Ni-25.7Cr-5.6AI-O,32Y, life was improved by about 110 percent•
The composition of the YSZ has a very important effect on thermal bar-
rier system life, as shown by the data in figure 15. Thus the life of the
thermal barrier system was improved by about 95 percent on MAR-M509alloy
substrates and by about 60 percent on y/_' - a alloy substrates by de-
creasing the yttria concentration in the YSZ thermal barrier coating from
7.8 weight percent to 6.1 weight percent• This result is also supported by
the data in references 14 and 15. The data in these references clearly show
that total stabilization of monoclinic zirconia to the cubic phase is very
undesirable. Thus it was concluded that the ZrO2-6Y203 thermal bar-
rier coating is best because of the ratio of crystallographic phases present
in this system.
As was mentioned, the coefficient of thermal expansion of the substrate
material does affect the life of the thermal barrier system. However, this
effect is not as great as that which results from the compositional changes
• in the bond and thermal barrier coatings• In natural gas - oxygen torch rig
tests at 1250° C, decreasing the coefficient of thermal expansion of the
substrate by approximately 40 percent from about 18x10-6 per degree C to
about 10.9x10 -6 per degree C increased the lives of the
Ni-16.4Cr-5.1AI-O.15Y/ZrO27.8Y20 3 and
Ni-16-4Cr-5-1AI-O-15Y/ZrO2-6.1Y20 3 thermal barrier systems by about 60
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and 30 percent,respectively. Consequently,the data reportedin this study
and in references14 and 15 show that the compositionalchanges in the bond
and thermalbarriercoatings play a more importantrole in the life of the
thermalbarriersystem than does the coefficientof thermalexpansionof the
substratematerial.
SUMMARYOF RESULTSAND CONCLUSIONS
A study was conductedin a cyclic furnace and in a cyclic naturalgas -
oxygen torch rig to identifya thermalbarriercoatingsystem (TBS) for a
nickel-aluminum-molybdenum(yIy' - _) alloy. Also studiedwere the oxida-
tion of the bond coating and the effect of the substratethermalexpansion
coefficienton the life of the thermalbarrier system.
1. Thermal barriersystem life on the yIy' - _ substratewas improved
in cyclic furnace tests at 1095° C by about 45 percent and in a cyclic nat-
ural gas - oxygen torch rig by about 60 percentwhen the yttria concentra-
tion in YSZ was decreasedfrom 7.8Y203 to 6.1Y203. Very insignifi-
cant improvementwas also achievedwhen the bond coating compositionwas
optimized.
2. The life of thermalbarrier system increasedas the coefficientof
thermalexpansionof the substratematerialdecreased. Thermal barrierlife
on yIy' - _ at 1095° C in a cyclic furnacewas about 50 percent longer
than on MAR-M200+ Hf and 130 percent longerthan on B-1900+ Hf for the
same TBS.
3. The small compositionalchanges in the bond and thermalbarrier coat-
ings have a greatereffect on thermalbarrier system life than does the sig-
nificant decrease (about40 percent) in the coefficientof thermal expansion
of the substratematerial.
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4. Rates of weight gain attributable to bond-coating oxidation increased
with increasing bond-coating thickness and decreased as the yttria concen-
tration in YSZ increased from 4 weight percent to 8 weight percent. Thus
there seems to be no simple direct relationship between the rate of weight
gain and the life of the thermal barrier coating.
5. Principally aluminum oxides, yttrium oxides, some chromium oxides,
and possibly nickel oxides formed at the thermal barrier coating - bond
coating interface and along the boundaries of the plasma-sprayed particles
during testing. With time, the bond coating became heavily oxidized and
oxides also formed at the bond coating - substrate interface.
6. Chromium in the bond coating diffused into the substrate, and molyb-
denum from the substrate diffused into the bond coating. These processes
probably had an adverse effect on the thermal barrier coating life. The
magnitude of this effect remains to be evaluated.
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TABLE I. - COMPOSITIONS OF SPRAY POWDERS AND SUPERALLOY SUBSTRATES
Element Bond coating, Thermal barrier, Nickel-base substrates Cobalt-base
NiCrA1Y Zr02-Y203 substrate,
Ni-Al-Mo B-l~OO + Hf MAR-/'I;:OO + Hf OS MAR-MiOO + Ht MAR-/'15US'
Composition, wt%
Al a5.1 - 5.4 0.009 8.10 6.17 !:>.03 5.30 (b)
B <.001 <.001 .01 <.a03 .0;: .02 <0.001
C .007 (b) .005 .008 .12 .16 .63
La (b) .058 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001
Co .035 <.005 .002 10.43 10.19 9.~7 Major
Cr a16.4 - 17.0 (b) .01. 8.24 lJ.61 lJ.22 23.!:>!:>
Cu .014 (b) .08 <.002 <.10 <.01 <.01
Fe .041 .041 .03 .06 .3!:> .21 .58
Hf <.01 1.60 .05 1. 22 1. 97 2.25 .01
K <.001 <.001 2.50 <.001 <.001 <.001 <.001
Li <.001 <.001 .001 ~ + ! <.001Mg <.001 .032 .001 <.001Mn .Oll <.001 .001 <.01Mo <.005 <.005 26.40 5.79 (b) (b) •aD!:>
Na <.001 <.001 0.40 <.001 <.001 <.001 <.001
Nb .038 .005 .005 <.005 1.18 1.05 •DO!:>
Ni Major .027 Major Major Major Major 10.62
02 .020 (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b)
P .01 ~ .01 (b) ~ t (D)Pb (b) .06 <.005 .005S .01 .01 <.01 <.01
Si .082 .057 .01 <.01 .20 <.10 .22
Sr .01 .01 .001 (b) (b) (b) (b)
Ta <.05 .0;: .13 4.13 (b) (b) 3.77
Ti .012 .045 .002 (b) 1. 9~ 2.25 .16
V .032 <.001 .006 <.001 <.001 <.001 .69
W .01 <.OO!:> .03 .01 11.6!:> 11.60 b.%
Y aO.1!:> - 0.35 c3.1 - 6.1 .001 (b) (b) (b) (b)
Zn <.05 <.05 .03 <.05 <.Ot> <.05 <.O!:>
Zr (b) Major .006 .07 .09 .06 .53
aAluminum, chromium, and yttrium concentrations in NiCrA1Y bond coatings are specified in tables of
experimental data.
bNot determined.
cYttria concentrations for yttria-stabilizea zirconias used are specified in tables of experimental data.
TABLE II. - MEANCOEFFICIENTSOF THERMALEXPANSIONAT 1100° C FORVARIOUS
MATERIALSUSEDIN STUDYTO DETERMINEEFFECTOF THERMALEXPANSIONON
THERMALBARRIERSYSTEMLIFE
Materials Coefficient of thermal Reference Remarks
expansion,
per deg C
yl_' - _ 10.9xi0-6 2 Mean longitudinalex-
pansion
B-1900 + Hf 16.3 4,5,6 Representativeco-
efficient
MAR-M200 + Hf 17.6 4,6,7 Representativeco-
efficient
DS MAR M200 + Hf 16.7 8
MAR-M509 18.2 6,9,10 Representative co-
efficient
Ni-16.4Cr-5.1AI-O.15Y 19.0 11 Based on Ni-16Cr-6Al
coefficient
ZrO2-12Y203 10.3 12 .......................
ZrO2-7.8Y203 10.3 No data. First approxi-
mation based on ZrO2-
12Y203 coefficient
TABLE Ill. - PERFORMANCEOF VARIOUSTHERMAL BARRIER SYSTEMSON Ni-AI-Mo
(yIy'- _) SUBSTRATE AS DETERMINEDBY CYCLIC FURNACE IESTSa
Bond coating Thermalbarrier coating Number of
cycles to
Composition, Thickness, Composition, Thickness, failureb
wt% cm wt% cm
995" - 280° C
Ni-17.0Cr-5.4AI-O.35Y 0.010 ZrO2-7.8Y203 0.038 346
.010 ZrO2-7.8Y203 .039 3556 S 50 7
Ni-16.4Cr-5.1Al-O.15Y 0.014 ZrO2-4.0Y203 0.004 c1735
.017 ZrO2-4.0Y203 .044 c1735
.011 ZrO2-6.1Y203 .044 c1156
.012 ZrO2-6.1Y203 .038 c1756
.008 ZrO2-7.8Y203 .040 c1910
.010 | .039 c1910
.014 V .037 c2039.014 , .037 c2039
1095° - 280° C
Ni-16.4Cr-5.1Al-O.15Y 0.012 ZrO2-4.0Y203 0.037 166
.013 ZrO2-4.0Y203 .039 182
.013 ZrO2-6.1Y203 .039 356
.014 ZrO2-6.1Y203 .046 356
.013 ZrO2-7.8Y203 .037 242
_f .014 ZrO2-7.SY203 .041 249
aSolid specimenswere about 2.5 cm by 1.3 cm by 0.25 cm.
bCycles consisted of a 6-min heatup, 60 min at temperature,and 60 min
of cooling to about 280° C. Test stopped whenever a visible crack
occurred (failure). Specimens inspectedabout every 12 cycles.
Each of the cycles-to-failurevalues representsone specimen.
CNo failure.
TABLE IV. - PERFORMANCE OF VARIOUS THERMAL
BAKRIER SYSTEMS UN Ni-Al-Mo (y/y' - n) SUB-
STRATE AS DETERMINED AT 1250· C BY cYCLIC
NATURAL GAS - OXYGEN TORCH RIG TESTsa
[Bond coating (in wt%), Ni-16.4Cr-5.1Al-
0.15Y; bond-coating thickness, 0.013 cm.]
Therma 1 barrier coating Number of
cycles to
Composition, Thickness, fai lure b
wt% cm
Zr02-4.0Y203 0.041 447
.052 479
Zr02-6.1Y203 0.032 746
.035 783
Zr02-7 . 8Y 203 0.031 478
.034 515
aSolid specimens were about 7.6 cm by
1.3 em by 0.5 cm.
bCycle consisted of a 3-min heatup, 60 min
at 12~0· c, and 5 min of cooling to about
100· C. Testing stopped whenever a visi-
ble crack occurred (failure). Each of
the cycles-to-failure values represents
one specimen. Specimens were inspected
at least once every 16 cycles.
Figure l. - Natural gas - oxygen torch burner rig and solid specimens
coated with NiCrAIY bond coating and ZrOrY203 thermal barrier
coating.
iO.08mmi "
Figure2. - Opticalphotomicrographofedgeofa _'/7'- o couponas
coatedwithNi-16.4Cr-5.1AI-O.15YbondcoatingandZr02-7.8Y203
thermalbarriercoating.
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Figure3. - Electronmicroprobecontinuous-ribbontraverse(30-pmwidth analyzed)of thermalbarrier systemconsistingof Ni-16.4Cr-5.1AI-0,15Y
andZrO2-7.8Y203asplasmasprayedontoNi-AI-Moh'/7' - o)alloysubstrate.
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Figure4.-Electronmicroprobeofcontinuouspoint-beamtraverseofthermalbarriersystemconsistingofNi-16.4Cr-5.IAI-0.15YandZFO2-7.8
Y203asplasmasprayedontoNi-AI-Mo(fly'-a)alloysubstrate.
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Figure5. - Spectralminiscansfor pertinentpeaksofelementsin thermalbarrier systemconsistingof Ni-16.4Cr-5.]AI-0. 15YandZrO2-LSY203
asplasmasprayedontoNi-AI-Mo()'I_' - a)alloysubstrate. Spectralminiscansobtainedat about5-prointervals.
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Figure6. - Opticalphotomicrographsof _/_' - a couponspecimenscoated
with Ni-16.4Cr-5.1AI-0.15YbondcoatingandZrO2-7.8Y203thermal
barrier coatingafter testing. (Cycle- 6-min heatup,60minat tem-
perature,and60min of coolingto about280o C.)
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Figure 7. - Optical photomicrograph of a flat surface of a y/y' -0 coupon
specimen coated with Ni-16. 4Cr-5.1AI-0.15Y bond coating and Zr0Z-
7. 8Y203 thermal barrier coating after 2491-hr cycles at 10950 C.
(Cycle - 6-min heatup, 60 min at temperature, and 60 min of cooling
to about 2800 C. )
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Figure 8. - Electron microprobe continuous-ribbon traverse of thermal barrier system consisting of Ni-16.4Cr-5.1AI-0.15Y and Zr02-7,8Y203 on
Ni-AI-Mo (y/y' - 0) after 2039 I-hr cycles at 9950 Cand no failure. (Cycle - 6-min heatup, 60 min at temperature, and 60 min of cooling fo about
28(fl C. )
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Figure9. - Electronmicroprobecontinuous-ribbontraverseof thermalbarrier systemconsistingof Ni-16.4Cr-5.1AI-0.15YandZrO2-l.8Y203on
Ni-AI-Mo (1'/1"- n)after 2491-hr cyclesat 10950Candfailure. (Cycle- 6-minheatup,60minat temperature,and60rninof coolingto about
raG°c.)
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Figure10.- Spectralminiscans(30-prowidthanalyzed)for aluminum,chromium, andyttrium in the thermalbarrier systemconsistingof Ni-
l6. 4Cr-5.1AI-0.15YandZrO2-/.BY203on Ni-AI-Mo(1'/1"- a). (Cycle- 6-min heatup,60min attemperature,and60minof coolingto aboutmoOc)
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Figure12. - Effectofyttriaconcentrationin zirconiathermal
barriercoatingon specimenweightgainat 10950C. (Cycle-
6-rain heatup,60 rainat temperature,and60 rainofcooling
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Figure13. - Effectofbondcoatingthicknessonweightgainbyothermal barrier systemat 995 C. (Cycle- 6-rain heatup,
60rninat temperature,and60 rainof coolingto about280o C.)
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Figure14.-Effectofcoefficientsofexpansionfvarious
substratematerialsonlifeofNI-16.4Cr-5.IAI-0.15YI
ZrO2..-78Y203thermalbarriersystemasdeterminedin
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Figure15. - Effectof coefficientsof thermalexpansionof
varioussubstratematerialson lifeof thermal barrier
systemas determinedin acyclic naturalgas- oxygen
torch rig at about1250o C. (Cycle- 3-minheatup,
60 rainat 1250o C, and5 minof coolingto about100o C.)
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